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COLOR CORRECTION USING A 
DEVICE-DEPENDENT DISPLAY PROFILE 

[0001] This is a divisional application of US. Ser. No. 
10/767,987 ?led Jan. 29, 2004. 

[0002] THIS APPLICATION CLAIMS PRIORITY 
FROM US. PROVISIONAL APPLICATION SER. NO. 
60/443,939, FILED JAN. 30,2003, THE ENTIRE CON 
TENT OF WHICH IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY 
REFERENCE. 

FIELD 

[0003] The invention relates to color imaging and, more 
particularly, to techniques for presentation of color images 
on display devices. 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] Color imaging devices use combinations of differ 
ent device-dependent coordinates to form color images for 
display or printout on media such as paper or ?lm. Many 
hardcopy printing devices use combinations of cyan, 
magenta, yelloW, and black (CMYK) to form color imagery. 
These device-dependent coordinates of C, M, Y and K may 
be combined to form a gamut of colorimetric values that the 
device is capable of producing. Display devices, such as 
cathode ray tubes (CRTs) or ?at panel monitors, may use the 
device-dependent coordinates of red, green, and blue 
(RGB). Some high-?delity color imaging devices may use 
the device-dependent coordinates cyan, magenta, yelloW, 
and black in combination With other coordinates such as 
orange and green. These and other device-dependent coor 
dinate systems have been developed for use With various 
color imaging devices. 

[0005] Many different device-independent coordinate sys 
tems have been developed in an attempt to standardize color 
speci?cation across different devices. For instance, the Com 
mission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) has developed 
device-independent color spaces such as the L*a*b* color 
space (hereafter L*a*b* color space, L*a*b* space, or 
simply L*a*b*) and the XYZ color space (hereafter XYZ 
color space, XYZ space, or simply XYZ). Moreover, several 
other organizations and individuals have developed other 
device-independent color spaces. 

[0006] A point in a device-independent color space theo 
retically de?nes a color value irrespective of any particular 
device coordinates. A point in L*a*b* space or XYZ space, 
for instance, can be mapped to a point in a device gamut. 
That point in the device gamut, in turn, de?nes the device 
dependent coordinates that Will theoretically cause the 
device to produce a color that is visually equivalent to that 
de?ned by the point in L*a*b* space or XYZ space. 

[0007] The term “soft proo?ng” refers to a proo?ng pro 
cess that makes use of a display device rather than a printed 
hard copy. Traditionally, color proo?ng techniques have 
relied on “hard copy proo?ng,” Where proofs are printed out 
on paper or other print media and inspected to ensure that the 
images and colors look visually correct. For instance, color 
characteristics can be adjusted and successive hard copy 
prints can be examined in the hard copy proo?ng process. 
After determining that a particular proof is acceptable, the 
color characteristics used to make the acceptable proof can 
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be reused to mass-produce, e.g., on a printing press, large 
quantities of print media that look visually equivalent to the 
acceptable proof. 
[0008] Soft proo?ng is highly desirable for many reasons. 
For instance, soft proo?ng can remove the need to print 
copies of the media during the proo?ng process. Moreover, 
soft proo?ng may alloW multiple proo?ng specialists to 
proof color images from remote locations simply by looking 
at display devices, rather than aWaiting delivery of hard 
copies. Soft proo?ng can be faster and more convenient than 
hard proo?ng. Moreover, soft proo?ng can reduce the cost 
of the proo?ng process. For these and other reasons, soft 
proo?ng is highly desirable. 

[0009] A major problem With soft proo?ng, hoWever, is 
the dif?culty in achieving a good visual match betWeen the 
colors displayed on the soft proo?ng display device and the 
colors that appear on the actual printed hard copy. As 
mentioned above, device-independent coordinates theoreti 
cally standardize color speci?cation. Thus, theoretically the 
CMYK device coordinates of a hard copy printout could be 
converted to device-independent coordinates and then con 
verted to RGB device coordinates. Also, theoretically the 
colors displayed using the RGB device coordinates Would be 
visually equivalent to those of the hard copy print out. In 
reality, hoWever, the colors that appear on the display may 
look different than those of the hard copy printout, even 
though the images displayed by the soft and hard copy media 
produce substantially identical device-independent values. 
Soft proo?ng cannot work effectively, and gain Widespread 
adoption in the industry, if the colors on the soft proo?ng 
display device do not provide an acceptable visual match 
With the colors on hard copy printouts. 

SUMMARY 

[0010] In one embodiment a method comprises applying 
selective chromaticity corrections to device-independent 
coordinates using at least one pieceWise linear correction 
function. 

[0011] The pieceWise linear correction function may oper 
ates on linear device-dependent coordinates associated With 
an output device. 

[0012] The method may further comprise providing a 
group of pieceWise linear correction functions, each group 
corresponding to a different region of color in a device 
dependent coordinate space associated With an output device 
and applying each group of pieceWise linear correction 
functions to the device-independent coordinates in the cor 
responding regions of color to perform chromaticity correc 
tions to the device-independent coordinates. 

[0013] In another embodiment, a method comprises apply 
ing selective chromaticity corrections to device-independent 
coordinates that de?ne colors in a visually non-uniform 
color space, Wherein the chromaticity corrections are based 
on linear correction functions of linear device-dependent 
coordinates, and Wherein the chromaticity corrections are 
applied to device-independent coordinates in a pieceWise 
fashion betWeen color boundaries to produce chromatically 
corrected device-independent coordinates. 

[0014] In another embodiment, a method comprises deter 
mining chromaticity corrections to device-independent 
coordinates corresponding to each region of color in a 
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device-dependent coordinate space based on linear device 
dependent coordinates and applying the chromaticity cor 
rections to the device-independent coordinates in the corre 
sponding regions of color to obtain corrected device 
independent coordinates. 

[0015] Determining chromaticity corrections may further 
comprises calculating correction factors corresponding to 
each region of color that are pieceWise linear correction 
functions Within the corresponding regions of color. 

[0016] In another embodiment, a method comprises deter 
mining a correction level based on desired changes in 
saturation, hue and brightness for chromatic colors of a 
device-dependent color space associated With a display 
device, calculating a correction factor based on a linear 
correction function associated With the display device, and 
applying the correction factor and the correction level to 
device-independent coordinates that de?ne chromatic colors 
of a printing device to produce chromatically corrected 
device-independent coordinates. 

[0017] In another embodiment, a system comprises a 
display device; and a processor coupled to the display, 
Wherein the processor applies selective chromaticity correc 
tions to device-independent coordinates using at least one 
pieceWise linear correction function. 

[0018] In another embodiment, a system comprises a 
printing device, a display device and a processor coupled to 
the printing device and the display device, Wherein the 
processor converts device-dependent coordinates that de?ne 
a color in the printing device to device-independent coor 
dinates, applies chromaticity corrections to the device-inde 
pendent coordinates based on a linear correction function of 
device-dependent coordinates associated With the printing 
device to produce corrected device-independent coordi 
nates, and converts the corrected device-independent coor 
dinates to device-dependent coordinates that de?ne a color 
in a display device associated With the device-dependent 
display pro?le. 
[0019] In another embodiment, the invention comprises a 
computer-readable medium containing instructions for caus 
ing a processor to receive a White point correction for a 
display device, determine chromaticity corrections to 
device-independent coordinates corresponding to each 
region of color in a device-dependent coordinate space 
based on linear device-dependent coordinates, apply the 
White point correction to the device-independent coordi 
nates, and apply the chromaticity corrections to the device 
independent coordinates in the corresponding regions of 
color to obtain corrected device-independent coordinates. 

[0020] In another embodiment, the invention comprises a 
computer-readable medium containing instructions for caus 
ing a processor to convert device-dependent coordinates that 
de?ne a color in a printing device to device-independent 
coordinates, apply chromaticity corrections to the device 
independent coordinates based on a linear correction func 
tion of device-dependent coordinates associated With the 
printing device to produce corrected device-independent 
coordinates, and convert the corrected device-independent 
coordinates to device-dependent coordinates that de?ne a 
color in a display device associated With the device-depen 
dent display pro?le. 
[0021] In still other embodiments, a method comprises 
obtaining a White point correction for a display device, 
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obtaining a ?rst chromatic correction for the display device 
by determining a chromatic correction matrix, generating 
?rst corrected device-independent coordinates based on the 
White point correction and the ?rst chromatic correction, 
determining a second chromatic correction to the ?rst set of 
corrected device-independent coordinates based on a linear 
correction function, and applying the second chromatic 
correction to the ?rst corrected device-independent coordi 
nates to produce second corrected device-independent coor 
dinates. 

[0022] Additional details of these and other embodiments 
are set forth in the accompanying draWings and the descrip 
tion beloW. Other features, objects and advantages Will 
become apparent from the description and draWings, and 
from the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] FIGS. 1-5 are How diagrams according to embodi 
ments of the invention. 

[0024] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary soft proo?ng sys 
tem according to an embodiment of the invention. 

[0025] FIGS. 7-13 are How diagrams according to 
embodiments of the invention. 

[0026] FIGS. 14 and 15 are representative illustrations of 
an RGB color space. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0027] In exemplary embodiments, the invention com 
prises methods, systems and computer readable media car 
rying program code that facilitate soft proo?ng. The inven 
tion may implement one or more transformation techniques 
to transform color coordinates betWeen hard copy and soft 
copy proo?ng environments. The transformation techniques 
ensure that color images that appear on a display device Will 
be a visually acceptable match to color images that appear 
on print media. 

[0028] The ultimate goal of soft proo?ng technology is to 
facilitate the accurate rendering of color images on a display 
device. In other Words, soft proo?ng technology seeks to 
display color images on a display device that are a “visually 
acceptable match,”“visually equivalent,” or a “good visual 
match” to color images on print media. TWo images are 
“visually equivalent” if their empirical delta E error is 
approximately equal to, or less than 1. A good visual match 
occurs When a person trained in color management cannot 
visually identify a difference betWeen the color values of tWo 
color images. A visually acceptable match is a match that is 
acceptable in a soft proo?ng environment. 

[0029] As mentioned, tWo images are “visually equiva 
lent” if their empirical delta E error is approximately equal 
to, or less than 1. By Way of example, the value of empirical 
delta E can be determined for a single color by displaying an 
RGB color on a CRT. A hard copy of the color can be placed 
adjacent to the CRT for comparison. Several operators 
trained in color management can compare the color on the 
hard copy to that on the CRT, and can adjust the RGB value 
of the color on the CRT so the color on the CRT matches that 
of the hard copy. If necessary, effects of scattered light can 
be eliminated by vieWing and comparing the tWo colors 
through a telescopic-like tube. If the average of the correc 
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tions determined by the operators is near Zero for R, G, and 
B, the CRT and hard copy colors may be said to have an 
empirical delta E that is near Zero. If the average deltas are 
non-Zero, the empirical delta E can be determined by con 
verting RGB to L*a*b* using the display ICC pro?le for the 
original RGB and the average adjusted RGB. The delta E 
can then be computed from the L*a*b* values. 

[0030] Imaging devices include printing devices and dis 
play devices. Printing devices may include, for example, 
laser printers, ink jet printers, thermal imagers, dot matrix 
printers, printing presses or any other device capable of 
printing to tangible media such as paper or ?lm. Display 
devices include cathode ray tubes (CRTs), liquid crystal 
displays (LCDs) and other ?at screen displays, digital paper, 
electronic ink displays, and any other device capable of 
rendering images from electronic input signals or data. 

[0031] Typically, printing devices and display devices 
both make use of device-dependent coordinates to de?ne 
color. Printing devices, for instance, typically use CMYK or 
CMYKOG coordinates to de?ne color, and therefore, print 
ing devices may have an associated CMYK gamut or 
CMYKOG gamut de?ning the color capabilities of the 
printing device. Many display devices currently use RGB 
coordinates to de?ne color, and therefore, typically have an 
associated RGB gamut that de?nes the color capabilities of 
the display device. A CRT display device, for instance, 
makes use of different combinations of red, green and blue 
phosphors that can display colors Within the RGB gamut of 
the device. 

[0032] The visual appearance of a color, hoWever, is also 
dependent on illuminant conditions. For instance, the same 
printout may look different When vieWed under different 
lighting. For this reason, the illuminant condition is gener 
ally a ?xed variable When comparing colors de?ned by one 
or more color spaces. The illuminant condition is important 
in both hard copy and soft proo?ng environments. 

[0033] Experimental research has uncovered an apparent 
breakdoWn in color science as de?ned by the CIE standards. 
In particular, a display device and printing device can 
produce color images that have the same measured XYZ 
coordinates, yet the images can look visually different. For 
example, CRT displays that are calibrated to a D50 illumi 
nant condition look yelloW When compared to printed 
images With the same XYZ coordinates vieWed in a D50 
illuminant condition. 

[0034] Theoretically, images With the same measured 
XYZ coordinates should appear to be identical. Unfortu 
nately, it appears that this is not necessarily the case for a 
visual comparison of hard copy and soft images. Thus, to 
achieve color matching betWeen images on a display device 
and images printed on hard copy media that is of “proo?ng 
quality,” i.e., a visually acceptable match, visually equiva 
lent or a good visual match, transformation of the XYZ 
coordinates in accordance With the invention may be nec 
essary. 

First Method Transformation 

[0035] A ?rst method transformation for transforming 
color coordinates betWeen hard copy and soft copy proo?ng 
environments Will noW be described. This ?rst method 
transformation is also described in the copending and com 
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monly assigned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/808,875, 
?led Mar. 15, 2001, the entire content of Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference. The ?rst method transformation 
techniques may be used in combination With the second 
method transformation techniques described herein beloW to 
ensure that color images that appear on a display device Will 
be a visually acceptable match to color images that appear 
on print media. 

[0036] FIG. 1 is a How diagram illustrating a ?rst method 
transformation process according to an embodiment of the 
invention. As shoWn in FIG. 1, a ?rst set of device-depen 
dent coordinates are converted to device-independent coor 
dinates (11). The device-independent coordinates are then 
transformed (12). The transformed device-independent 
coordinates are then converted to a second set of device 
dependent coordinates (13). The process of FIG. 1, for 
instance, can be performed on all of the pixels in a color 
image so that the output of a second imaging device, e.g., a 
display, looks visually equivalent to the output of a ?rst 
imaging device, e.g., a printer. 

[0037] FIG. 2 is a How diagram illustrating one imple 
mentation of the ?rst method transformation process of FIG. 
1. As shoWn, the image data of a hard copy CMYK image 
is converted from CMYK coordinates to XYZ coordinates 
(21). The XYZ coordinates are then transformed to X'Y'Z' 
(22). These transformed X'Y'Z' coordinates can then be 
converted to RGB coordinates (23) for presentation on a 
display device for soft proo?ng. In this manner, the output 
of a display device using the RGB coordinates can be made 
to be visually equivalent to a hard copy printed With the 
CMYK coordinates. 

[0038] FIG. 3 is a How diagram of a general process that 
can be implemented to transform device-independent coor 
dinates. As shoWn, a White point is corrected (31) and then 
chromatic colors are corrected (32). Bifurcating the trans 
formation process in this manner can yield accurate color 
matching results. 

[0039] Referring again to FIG. 1, the ?rst set of device 
independent coordinates may be associated With a ?rst 
device. For instance, the ?rst device may be printer that 
prints color images according to a CMYK gamut. The color 
image may be comprised of a collection of device-dependent 
coordinates that de?ne the colors of the points in the image. 

[0040] For example, an image may be comprised of image 
data that includes a large collection of CMYK coordinates. 
Each of these coordinates can be converted to device 
independent coordinates (11), and then transformed (12). 
Each transformed coordinate may then be converted to form 
a second set of device-dependent coordinates (13). 

[0041] The second set of device-dependent coordinates, 
for example, may be associated With a second imaging 
device. For instance, if the second imaging device is a 
display device such as a CRT, the second set of device 
dependent coordinates may be a collection of RGB coordi 
nates. Each RGB coordinate can be generated from the 
transformed coordinates. 

[0042] The transformation operation (12) is important in 
obtaining accurate color matching. Transformation (12) 
adjusts device-independent coordinates to ensure that the 
output on a display device, for example, looks substantially 
the same as the print out of a printer. While this transfor 
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mation may be “theoretically” unnecessary, given the 
Widely-accepted CIE color equations, the general break 
doWn in color science discussed above mandates the use of 
this transformation, especially in the ?eld of soft proo?ng 
Where color matching is critical. Thus, the invention com 
pensates for color matching de?ciencies that arise in the 
conventional XYZ transformations in the context of hard 
copy to soft copy matching. 

[0043] Referring again to FIG. 3, a bifurcated transforma 
tion of device-independent coordinates is illustrated. By Way 
of example, the White point of a display device can be 
corrected (31) by starting With a knoWn illuminant condition 
such as D50. For instance, a White surface can be placed in 
a vieWing booth having D50 lighting to de?ne a White point. 
Re?ectance of the White surface can be measured in terms of 
device-independent coordinates such as L*a*b*. At this 
point, a White area With the same L*a*b* values can be 
created and displayed on a display device using commer 
cially available softWare such as Adobe® PhotoShop®, 
available from Adobe Systems, Inc. of San Jose, Calif. Next, 
the x and y chromaticities of the White point on the display 
device can be adjusted until the White image on the display 
device and the White image in the vieWing booth are either 
visually equivalent, a good visual match, or a visually 
acceptable match. The adjustments to the x and y chroma 
ticities of the White point should be noted. Having made the 
adjustments, the display device may be categoriZed as being 
calibrated to a “visual D50” White point. In this case, the 
White points presented by the display and hard copy produce 
slightly different XYZ values, but appear to be a visual 
match. 

[0044] After correcting the White point (31), the chromatic 
colors may be corrected (32). The correction to the chro 
matic colors, for example, may be categorized as a correc 
tion to the saturated colors in the device gamut. For instance, 
if the correction is being applied to a CRT de?ned by an 
RGB gamut, the correction to the chromatic colors may be 
an adjustment to the R, G, and B chromaticities. 

[0045] In one example, the correction to the chromatic 
colors involves ?rst determining correction values. To do 
this, a CMYK image should be converted to digital form. 
For example, a CMYK image can be converted to Ado 
beRGB(D50) using absolute rendering intent With an accu 
rate MatchprintTM pro?le as measured by a spectrophotom 
eter, i.e., a pro?le for the output of an Imation MatchprintTM 
laser proofer commercially available from Imation Corp. of 
Oakdale, Minn. Optimally, the image used for comparison 
should contain 100% solids and overprints of C, M, Y, R 
(e.g., M+Y), G (e.g., C+Y), and B (e.g., C+M), although the 
invention is not limited in that respect. At this point, the 
RGB Working space should be set to AdobeRGB(D50). The 
digital image can be compared to the CMYK MatchprintTM 
hard copy in a vieWing station and the R, G, and B 
chromaticities of the AdobeRGB(D50) Working space can 
be adjusted until either a visually acceptable match or a good 
visual match is achieved, or until the tWo images are visually 
equivalent. Again, the adjustments to the R, G, and B 
chromaticities of the display device Working space should be 
noted. 

[0046] FIG. 4 is another How diagram according to an 
embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 4 illustrates 
one method that can be implemented to correct a White point 
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in a soft proo?ng setting. As shoWn, an RGB Working space 
is ?rst set to the hard copy illuminant condition (41). Again, 
for example, the illuminant condition may be a D50 illumi 
nant condition. 

[0047] After setting the illuminant condition in the RGB 
Working space (41), an RGB soft copy of White can be 
displayed next to a CMYK hard copy of White (42). For 
example, a White area With the same L*a*b* values as that 
of a White CMYK hard copy can be created in the RGB 
Working space and displayed next to the CMYK hard copy. 
The illuminant condition illuminating the CMYK hard copy 
should still be D50. The soft copy of White can then be 
visually compared to the hard copy White (43). 

[0048] Having compared the hard copy White to the soft 
copy White, the maximum phosphor settings on the display 
device can be adjusted to achieve a visual match betWeen the 
hard copy and soft copy (44). The phosphor settings can be 
incrementally adjusted by a user, for instance, until the White 
that appears on the display looks the same as the White on 
the hard copy. Once a visual match of White is achieved, the 
amount of adjustment to the phosphor settings can be 
documented (45). 

[0049] FIG. 5 is another How diagram according to an 
embodiment of the invention. As shoWn, a CMYK image is 
converted to RGB coordinates (51). For example, a CMYK 
image can be converted to AdobeRGB(D50) using absolute 
rendering intent With an accurate MatchprintTM pro?le as 
measured by a spectrophotometer, i.e., a pro?le for the 
output of an Imation MatchprintTM laser proofer commer 
cially available from Imation Corp. of Oakdale, Minn. 
Optimally, the image should contain 100% solids and over 
prints of C, M, Y, R, G, and B, although the invention is not 
limited in that respect. 

[0050] After converting the CMYK image to RGB, the 
Working space can be set according to the hard copy 
illuminant condition (52). For example if the hard copy 
illuminant condition is D50, the RGB Working space should 
be set to AdobeRGB(D50). Once the Working space is set 
(52), the phosphor settings of the display can be adjusted to 
correspond to a visual White point (53). FIG. 4, for example, 
illustrates an appropriate method for determining a visual 
White point of a display. 

[0051] At this point, an RGB soft copy of the image can 
be displayed next to a CMYK hard copy of the image (54). 
Again, the CMYK hard copy should still be illuminated With 
a D50 illuminant. The hard copy of the image can then be 
visually compared to the soft copy of the image (55). A 
vieWing station, for example, may be implemented to ensure 
that D50 illuminant conditions are achieved When the soft 
copy is compared to the hard copy. 

[0052] The R, G, and B chromaticities of the Ado 
beRGB(D50) Working space can be adjusted to achieve a 
visual match betWeen the hard copy and the soft copy of the 
image (56). For instance, the chromaticities of the Ado 
beRGB(D50) Working space can be incrementally adjusted 
by a user until the colors that appear on the display look the 
same as the colors on the hard copy. The adjustments to the 
chromaticities can then be documented (57). 

[0053] Having determined and documented the correc 
tions to the White point and the chromaticities, the transfor 
mation can be repeated by inputting the correction values 
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into a mathematical framework as outlined below. More 
over, after performing the mathematical transformation from 
XYZ to X'Y'Z' outlined beloW, a neW pro?le such as an ICC 
pro?le can be created to alloW CMYK images rendered With 
the corrected ICC pro?le to look the same as the RCGB 
images that Were visually corrected by modifying the Ado 
beRGB chromaticities. An ICC pro?le Would conform to 
existing speci?cations published by the International Color 
Consortium (ICC) for characteriZation of device character 
istics. 

[0054] One implementation of the ?rst method transfor 
mation uses matrix algebra to realiZe very accurate matching 
results. The total resulting XYZ to X'Y'Z' correction trans 
form can be described as folloWs: 

X Corr 

YCorr = 

ZCorr 

X X 

MCorr Y = M1 (M050, AyD50)M2(AXr, Ayn Mg, Ayg, Mb, Ayb) Y 
Z Z 

Where the ?rst matrix Ml performs a correction to XYZ With 
regard to the White point and M2 performs a correction to the 
chromaticities. 

[0055] The M1 correction effectively rescales the maxi 
mum R, G, and B intensities of phosphors in a display device 
such that the White point of the display device at RGB(max) 
measures xD5O+AxD5O, yD5O+AyD50 rather than xDso, yDSO. 
The variables AxD5O and AyD5O modify the theoretical D50 
White point to account for visible differences. Thus, xD5O+ 
AxDso, yD5O+AyD50 de?ne the visual White point. 

[0056] The M2 correction modi?es the XYZ values such 
that the saturated colors of the display device measure 
Xr2+AXr2> yr2+Ayr2; Xg2+AXg25 yg2+Ag2; and xbz'l'Axbzs yb2+ 
Aybz, rather then xr2, yrz; xgz, ygz; and xbz, ybz. The sets of 
variables Axrz, Ayrz; Axgz, Ayg2; and Axbz, Ayb2 modify the 
theoretical RGB chromaticities to account for visible differ 
ences. 

[0057] The White point correction matrix Ml can be Writ 
ten as: 

M1 (M050, Aynso) = M(XD50 + AX1150, ynso + AYDSMMTI (X050, M150) 

[0058] Although the matrix M is actually a function of 
RGB chromaticities and White point chromaticities, the 
notation has been simpli?ed to indicate that the only param 
eters that are varying are the corrections to the White point. 
The RGB chromaticities can be considered constant When 
calculating the White point correction matrix M1. 

[0059] The matrix M de?nes the conversion from linear 
RGB space With a set of RGB phosphors to measured XYZ 
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for a particular CRT display that is set to a measured White 
point of chromaticity x, y. The values of the AxD5O and 
AyD50 indicate the visual correction required to the chroma 
ticity of D50 necessary to match the display device to a 
neutral White re?ector illuminated in a vieWing station With 
D50 illuminant. 

[0060] To de?ne M as a function of just chromaticities the 
expression begins as a description of matrix M in terms of 
the measured tristimulus values X, Y, and Z for R, G. and B. 
The values of XYZ relate to chromaticity values x, y 
according to the equations: 

[0061] Where MO is a chromaticity matrix given by: 

[0062] The chromaticity matrix MC can be further reduced 
to a function of just the x, y chromaticities for R, G, and B 
as folloWs: 

[0063] If the RGB chromaticities are ?xed, the chroma 
ticity matrix MO is a ?xed matrix. 

[0064] In order to obtain the matrix M as a function of the 
chromaticity matrix MC and the White point chromaticities, 
the equations can be solved as folloWs: 
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[0065] This equation can be expressed as a function of 
White point chromaticities: 

[0066] Thus the resulting equation for M is a function of 
RGB and White point chromaticities only. By assuming that 
the RGB chromaticities are ?xed, this becomes a function of 
White point only: 

Y.l (M. W 0 0 

0 Y.l (M. W 0 

0 0 Yb, (M. W 

[0067] Hence, the expression used to determine the White 
point correction matrix Ml can be expressed as: 

Yrl (Xwp, ywp) 0 0 

M (xv/pa ywp) = Me 0 Ygl (xwp, ywp) 0 

0 0 Ybl (Xwp, ywp) 

[0068] The chromatic correction matrix M2, i.e., the satu 
rated color correction matrix or RGB chromaticity correc 
tion matrix can be determined in a manner similar to the Way 
the White point correction matrix M1 was determined above. 
However, to determine and reduce the expression of M2, the 
White point chromaticities are assumed ?xed and the RGB 
chromaticities are the variables. 

[0069] The White point correction matrix Ml can be 
applied to correct errors betWeen a theoretical White point of 
a display device and the empirical White point, e.g., a visual 
White point. The chromatic correction matrix M2 can be 
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applied to correct the remaining errors in the saturated 
colors. In other Words the M2 matrix can correct errors 
betWeen the theoretical values of saturated colors and 
empirically or visually measured values of the saturated 
colors. The M2 matrix can be applied to adjust a physical 
monitor, or alternatively, can be applied to adjust a Working 
space such as AdobeRGB or sRGB. 

[0070] For instance, if the chromatic correction M2 matrix 
Will be applied to adjust a Working space, it can be expressed 
as: 

MAM“ Ayn Axg, Ayg, Axb, Ayb) = 

Where xWp,yWp are assumed to be xD5O,yD5O, and xr2,yr2, 
xg2,ygg2, and xb2,yb2 are the chromaticities of the RGB 
Working space. 

[0071] The White point correction, the chromatic correc 
tion, or both, can be stored in a color pro?le. A color pro?le 
is a data structure that describes the color characteristics of 
a particular device. Color pro?les typically include color 
information such as information describing hoW the device 
converts from device-independent coordinates to device 
dependent coordinates. By storing either the correction 
variables or rede?ning the color pro?le to include transfor 
mations like those described above, the color pro?le can 
enhance and improve soft proo?ng systems. To achieve 
compatibility With existing systems and standards, a pro?le 
can include and yet hide the transformation data. For 
instance, an ICC pro?le including transformation data asso 
ciated With rescaling of the RGB phosphors, for example, 
may still be characterized by a true D50 White point x1350, 
yD50 in the pro?le. In actuality hoWever, the White point may 
in fact measure xD5O+AxD5O, yD5O+AyD50 and XYZ values 
for RGB derived from the actual measured RGB chroma 
ticities. When a system implements the pro?le, an accurate 
color match can be achieved. 

[0072] From a someWhat broader perspective, the ?rst 
method transformation may comprise a multi-step transfor 
mation of device-independent coordinates. While experi 
mental results have shoWn that the bifurcated transformation 
technique outlined above yields good color matching results, 
the transformation process could be broken up even further. 
Moreover, the transformation could be implemented in 
device-independent color spaces other than an XYZ color 
space. Referring again to the XYZ example, hoWever, a 
more general correction can be represented by the equation: 

XCorr X X 

YCorr = MCorr Y = MMAM, Ay1)/V12(AX2, Ayz) MAM”, Ayn) Y 

ZCorr Z Z 

[0073] The matrices Ml-Mn may make the corrections to 
different chromaticities. By Way of example, Ml could 
correct White point chromaticity, M2 could correct red chro 
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maticity, M3 could correct green chromaticity, M4 could 
correct blue chromaticity, and so forth. 

[0074] In general, each matrix in the collection of matrices 
Ml-Mn can be described as folloWs. If you let MComponent 
Transform (MCT) represent any matrix in the set of matrices 
{Ml-Mn}, then MCT=(MExperirnental) (MTheoretical)—l' The 
matrix MTheoretical de?nes the conversion from device-de 
pendent space to device-independent space according to the 
theories of color science. The matrix MExperimental de?nes 
the conversion from device-dependent space to device 
independent space according to experimental results such as 
visual comparison. If the theories of color science are 
empirically robust, then MTheoretical Will be the same as 

MExperirnental! and (MExperirnental) (MTheoretical)—l an MCT that is an identity matrix. However, if the theories of 

color science break doWn and MTheoretical is not the same as 
MExperimental, MCT Will not be an identity matrix; but rather, 
MCT Will be the transform matrix for yielding a color match 
for that respective chromaticity. 

[0075] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary soft proo?ng sys 
tem according to an embodiment of the invention. A soft 
proo?ng system suitable for implementation of techniques 
for color transformation using the ?rst method transforma 
tion described above and/ or the second method transforma 
tion described beloW can include one or more proo?ng 

stations 62A-62D. Each proo?ng station 62A-62D, for 
example may include a processor, a user input device, a 
display monitor, memory, a storage device and a printer. The 
proo?ng stations may substantially conform to conventional 
computer systems used by graphic artists and other users in 
the creation of textual and graphic imagery for electronic 
display or print reproduction. A memory/bus controller and 
system bus couple processor and memory, While one or more 
I/O controllers and I/O bus couple the processor and 
memory to user input device, display monitor, storage 
device, and printer. 

[0076] The processor may take the form of a general 
purpose microprocessor and can be integrated With or form 
part of a PC, Macintosh, computer Workstation, hand-held 
data terminal, palm computer, digital paper, or the like. The 
user input device may include a conventional keyboard and 
pointing device such as a mouse, pen, or trackball, if desired. 
The monitor may include a CRT, ?at panel display, or the 
like, that displays textual and/or graphic information to the 
user. The memory may include random access memory 
(RAM) storing program code that is accessed and executed 
by processor to carry out both the ?rst and second method 
transformation techniques. 

[0077] The program code can be loaded into the memory 
from a storage device, Which may take the form of a ?xed 
hard drive or removable media drive associated With the 
system. For example, the program code can be initially 
carried on computer-readable media such as magnetic, opti 
cal, magneto-optic, phase-change, or other disk or tape 
media. Alternatively, the program code may be loaded into 
memory from electronic computer-readable media such as 
EEPROM, or doWnloaded over a netWork connection. If 
doWnloaded, the program code may be initially embedded in 
a carrier Wave or otherWise transmitted on an electromag 

netic signal. The program code may be embodied as a 
feature in an application program providing a Wide range of 
functionality. 
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[0078] Soft proo?ng system 60 may also include soft 
proo?ng color management control 65 coupled to the 
respective proo?ng stations 62A-62D. The soft proo?ng 
color management control 65, for example, may input image 
data to the respective proo?ng stations 62A-62D. The image 
data, for example may be transformed by color management 
control 65, before being sent to proo?ng stations 62A-62D. 
Alternatively, image data may be transformed by each 
respective proo?ng station 62A-62D after being sent from 
the color management control 65. 

[0079] Soft proo?ng system 60 may also be associated 
With at least one printing device 68 such as a printing press. 
In operation, soft proo?ng system 60 may generate a color 
image at the respective proo?ng stations 62A-62D. Color 
specialists may inspect the image at respective proo?ng 
stations 62A-62D and the visual appearance of the image 
may be adjusted to their liking according to the ?rst method 
transformation described above. In addition, the image may 
be further chromatically corrected using the second method 
transformation described beloW. Once the image looks 
acceptable at the proo?ng stations 62A-62D, printing device 
68 may be used to mass print large quantities print media 
that look visually equivalent to the image displayed at the 
proo?ng stations 62A-62D. Importantly, implementing the 
techniques and teachings of the ?rst method transformation 
described above and the second method transformation 
described beloW can help ensure that the images printed by 
printing device 68 Will appear visually equivalent to the 
images that appear at the proo?ng stations 62A-62D. 

[0080] An accurate soft proo?ng system can be realiZed 
based on the assumption that a simple matrix-based correc 
tion to XYZ Will result in a good correlation betWeen CRT 
displays and re?ective hard copies. This correction can 
either be formulated as correcting hard copy XYZ values to 
the corresponding CRT XYZ values: 

XHC 
M1 (M050, AyD50)M2(AXr, Ayn Mg, Ayg, Mb, Ayb) YHC 

ZHC 

[0081] or correcting CRT XYZ values to the correspond 
ing hard copy XYZ values: 

XCRT 

Mzil?xr, Ayn Axg, Ayg, AX!” AYUMTIMXDSO, Aynso) YCRT 
ZCRT 

[0082] The examples beloW illustrate Ways in Which this 
?rst method transformation can be used. 




















